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Editorial 
Poetry died 100 years ago, claims an opinion piece by Matthew Walther in the New York 
Times. He goes on to say that poetry is dead as “we stopped writing good poetry and we 
are now incapable of doing so. The culprit is not bad pedagogy or formal experimentation 
but rather the very conditions of modern life, which have demystified and alienated us 
from the natural world”. 

This is a worrying statement to come across especially, if like us, you too, breathe poetry. 
Superficially it might seem easy to dismiss the claim. And one could support the 
argument by claiming that there are probably more practising poets today than ever 
before. That poetry today is finding more publishers (buoyed by the efforts of boutique/ 
indie publishers and online journals) than at any other time in history. That one cannot – 
even if one wishes to - totally ignore poetry on social media (even if the quality might be 
circumspect). 

But talking about the future of poetry only in terms of publishing opportunities and 
eyeballs might be a bit short-sighted. What I believe is missing from the discourse, is the 
ability of a poem to enter the collective dialogue. Though I do not agree with Walter 
Matthew and his doomsday prediction on poetry or his assessment that poetry is dying 
because we are alienated from the natural world, I believe that the relevance of poetry 
diminishes if it cannot fuel daily conversation. If it cannot be quoted at the bar and the 
restaurant. At the dinner table on a first date and while making love. Poetry (or at least 
lines from poems) must be quotable in classrooms and election rallies. 

Narrow Road has always endeavoured to be home to literature that can spark a 
conversation. The poems and haibun this time are no different. This time around though 
we did not receive any fiction pieces that could impress the editors. We make up for that 
by presenting two feeble attempts at short fiction by the editors and 16 paintings - all 
different versions of ‘Winter in a Wheatfield’. The paintings have been created using AI 
by our very own Raamesh Gowri Raghavan as a tribute to Ukraine. The series pays 
tribute to Ukraine and has been spread throughout the issue. 

We are excited about what Artificial Intelligence may bring to the world of art and 
literature and we shall be watching the developments very closely. 

I would also like to reiterate, that every journal depends on the quality of its submissions, 
and we are not getting enough quality fiction submissions. We are looking for the 
unusual, the exciting, the experimental, and the ones which may not fit anywhere else. 

In this world of irrelevant information and fake news, it falls upon fiction to speak out 
the truth. So let us hear your voice. 

I hope you enjoy the poems, haibun and the review we have served up for you. 

Paresh Tiwari 



Poems 
 
  



Pushpanjali Kumari 
Nomenclature 
 

In identifying my sorrows, I have learnt 

To name everything I can call mine, 

A tally of appended mundanity 

Hanging onto the meanings between lines 

Like a weaver's newly abandoned nest. 

 

I try to tailor familiarity on my tomorrows, 

Then feed eulogy to my yesterdays – 

Capsaicin chokehold, 

Like a fractured limb 

Stuffed into a festering plaster cast. 

 

I fall asleep thinking of new things to name 

At home: 

The soapstone in the bathroom I bought 

Only because it looked like a plover's egg, 

The swag-bellied holder for discarded pens 

With an ink daub on its floor 

That reminds me of the strange sea of Freckles on my father's arm, 

My journal of remembrances 

Which is empty because I am afraid of Turning it into an anamnesis – 

 

Pantomiming the silence 

So, I always have a name to call out loud. 

Maybe I could also find a new name 

For my shiftless silhouette, 



A beat skinflint's memoir 

Afraid of not being able to 

Find its place 

In the suffocating wisdom of the world, 

The way my mother always finds 

More space in bulging suitcases for pickle jars. 

  



Lev Hart 
A poem for multiple voices, picking the lines from a hat 
 

I don't know about you, but 

Don't think for a minute 

You know what? I'll tell you what 

Yeah, no, I mean, look 

I know what you're thinking 

Are you out of your mind? 

Can I be honest with you? 

Uh 

Let me be crystal clear 

I'm sorry, but 

'Cuz ya know what—i'll tell you what 

Make no mistake 

Now then 

Let's face it 

Let - me - guess 

It goes without saying 

Mark my words 

We're doing everything we can 

C'mon 

Now hold on a minute 

I think it's very important to realize 

At the end of the day 

But wait a minute 

Read my lips 

Don't get me wrong 

May I tell you something? 



Are you kidding? 

There's something ya gotta understand 

Clearly 

I mean - really 

Let's keep it real 

But don't you think ...? 

In my humble opinion 

Believe you me 

Behold! 

It's just like I always say 

Here's the bottom line 

Lemme tell you something 

I don't necessarily think 

 

[For the purpose of demonstration, the order of these lines was determined by a 
random number sequencer. All participants in the reading are invited to add their own 
selection of meaningless everyday phrases to the hat.] 

  



Kamil Plich 
 

in the morning 

leftover pizza slices 

and he 

  



Sampoorna Gonella 
Confession 
 

I once sneaked my hand 

into a peanut butter malt ball box 

and chomped on it like no one was looking 

I was 13, but I knew better— 

it was my little private moment 

of teen rebellion. 

  

I direct mental episodes 

of outbursts and truth anthems. 

Six feet above this buried resentment 

lies a voice tiptoeing around the words. 

  

I savor happiness in proxy. 

  

If you were to gather all the achievers in the world 

over a long ladder with invisible rungs 

you would find me underneath. 

  

I once lit a matchstick 

over my left hand in punishment 

for a bad grade. 

my grades never improved-- 

neither did the scar. 

  

You will roll your eyes at the child 

that leaps out of my skin at whim— 



I find it less expensive 

than therapy.  



John Hawkhead 
  

collecting firewood 

between the trees 

an avenue of sighs 

  

 

sweeping leaves 

the autumn wind 

has other ideas 

  



  



Neera Kashyap 
Dual guards 
 

The watchman has lighted his lamp. Outside 

The guarded houses, night is complete. 

 

His whistle wheees over his thudding stick, 

Over the impatient growls of a distant bus. 

 

A luna moth floats towards a 

Vaporous light blinking in the distance. 

 

The sleepless one hears thuds, wheees, growls, 

Sounds that creep insistently into a desert mind. 

 

Double guards down, bleak distances 

Stretch on a star-crossed desert night. 

 

Hot pain on cold sand, thirst from mirage water. 

Teeth, fangs, fists droop at the feel of fiery sands. 

 

On occasion, a cool clump of sweet acacia shade. 

Visions of a fertile valley, rain and a sudden stream. 

 

Perhaps the watchman with his thuds and wheees 

Will straighten out the street now bare. 

 

For my own guard is slumped on a stool. 

A lit torch rolls on the ground as he dozes.  

[The first couplet is from
 the poem

, ‘D
iogenes’ by V

ijay N
am

bisan from
 C

ollected poem
s, ‘These w

ere 
m

y hom
es’ (Speaking Tiger, 2018).] 



Aditi Yadav 
Farce 

 

Chameleons dream of changing 

to colours they've never seen; 

And ‘em bitches wish 

Of barking at pitches 

Mellow as the peaches. 

Slaving nine to five (and beyond) 

Homo Sapien – dead to dreams and wishes - 

is an alien. 

Sigh, what a wonderful world! 

  



Chen-ou Liu 
 

spring thaw 

scent of the wedding card 

from my ex 

 

 

two walking sticks 

lean against an oak tree 

white-haired couple 

  



Kushal Poddar 
Winter 
 

A herd of fat feisty sleep grazes cold. 

Turn, toss, leap, fall on the morning's stone-bed. 

The edges of consciousness pierces, 

slashes plain through. 

 

In the slaughter house of the day 

I hang my shadow on the gambrel hooks 

of a memory I cannot recall. 

It is a carcass. It sleeps until I choose to consume it. 

  



Lorelyn De la Cruz Arevalo 
 

chilly night — 

the space 

between our hands 

 

 

pancakes 

sliced and soaked in honey 

how i like 

to waterboard myself 

with wee hours rumination 

 

 

in my drunken stupor, 

i fell for you 

 

since then 

i have not been sober 

 

what's your name again? 

  



  



Sheetal Agarwal 
Death Bed 
 

She lay there, on her death bed 

Eyes piercing, raisin face 

Autumn leaves, her skin 

Naked tree branches, her bones 

I watched her with disbelief 

Unable to identify this frail image of 

My once beautiful granny 

Soaking in the inevitable 

Speechless by the harsh reality 

As hours turn into days 

We perform Godaana(Utkranti) 

Joining hands for her painless journey 

To mysterious destinations 

  



Samar 
Standing in the Middle of Elsewhere 
 

resting across your skin has warmed this garland 

or, receiving it has perfumed your skin 

 

in any case  

two things have touched   

 

neither of them  

is me, watching 

 

cold, scented with absence 

  



Winnow 
 

edit 

ruthlessly  

what remains 

is the truth 

I hacked  

a sculpture  

by the sliver 

I tore out  

its appendix 

truth nears  

one lessening  

at a time 

  



Suchita Parikh-Mundul 
Although Doctors Recommend Not To 
  

after meals, I 

drink water. It often tastes like a temple I 

stopped visiting. I 

don’t experience tranquility at temples, their clamour isn’t my 

conduit, but there was a time when I’d 

sat on those marble steps and felt serene. It 

came from the brief quiet of a city infested with people. It 

wasn’t the spillage of worship. I’m certain. I 

learned then the nature of my sukoon. I 

think of that peace often, after meals, when I 

drink water and taste temples. 

  

 sukoon (Hindi): peace 

  



Birthday 
 

I deleted my birthday this year. 

This is what happened next: 

moss encroached on my breath 

and unfurled its body over my memory, 

its green skin alive with synapse and flesh. 

The telephone went silent. 

My afterlife flowed, waveless in quietude. 

I began to silt and erode with time, 

thick as stone and light as mist. 

And I became who I was meant to be. 

  



Dadi Says 
  

Dadi says you should wear grief 

like an heirloom sari, 

sparingly, with care. 

She doesn’t count the colourless muslin 

that shrouds her with widowhood. 

She doesn’t see her translucent existence, 

her pallu of memories 

swishing closer 

and away. 

When birds nestle, they ululate into the sky, 

sending pain 

into the future and past, 

but Dadi wears hers like breath, 

talking of an inheritance of wings 

while living heavy with loss. 

  

 pallu (Hindi): part of sari worn over the shoulder 

  



Short Fiction 
 

  



Raamesh Gowri Raghavan 
Amma’s Cabbage Curry 
 
“It doesn’t taste like what Amma makes.” 
 
My aunt Maragatham had heard this for the five hundred and sixteenth time (she was a 
banker’s secretary and hence kept count). And she had tried everything. 
 
Nine times out of ten, she learned to ignore it. Uncle (my father’s brother) never said 
anything about her cooking otherwise. His mother only came up when cabbage curry 
was cooked. Not when aviyal was made, or sambar, or bisi bele. Not even when she made 
cabbage koottu. She couldn’t eliminate cabbage because it ruined her budget. Banker’s 
secretaries never make enough money, and if you were the secretary to a government 
bank officer in the 1970s and 1980s, your salary tended to zero. And like her, if you were 
married to a man who was perpetually between jobs, and equally perpetually in debt at 
the job he left in a hurry, you needed a home budget where cabbage had a starring role. 
It didn’t matter if your children didn’t like it. 
 
They could be browbeaten into submission. They were. They obediently ate their cabbage 
curry. But husbands were in the pati-parmeshwar class. Even if he could be browbeaten in 
all other departments, as he was, he could not be trained not to say “It doesn’t taste like 
what Amma makes” when cabbage curry was made. Not that she didn’t try. 
 
It was a simple thing. You chopped a cabbage finely, boiled it with salt and turmeric, then 
cooked it on a pan with oil, red chilli powder, sputtered mustard and cumin and grated 
coconut. It was a nourishing dish, not the tastiest, but left you grateful for not having to 
eat karela. What precisely did her mother-in-law do that she didn’t, which caused her 
husband to miss it so much? 
 
When she was first married to him and heard it for the first time, she was terrified. She 
was either eighteen or nineteen, three states away from her parents in a Mumbai flat 
occupied not just by her husband but also his parents, sister (my other aunt Maragatham; 
I have six with the same name) and brother (my father). As the latter also doubled up as 
her cousins and knew her weaknesses, it was impossible to complain. 
 
Instead, she bided her time and asked Meenakshi Mami at the first opportunity. To 
picture Meenakshi Mami, picture M S Subbulakshmi but stouter and with more 
aggression. She lived in the same building as my grandfather. Mami had no clue of how 
grandmother cooked cabbage curry. While it was customary among neighbours to 
exchange little boxes of their cooking with each other, my grandfather (who was the 
courier) had never brought her my grandmother’s cabbage curry. 



 
“It must have been very good if he didn’t want to share even a morsel. Although, he never seemed 
unwilling to accept the cabbage curry I made.” 
 
Aunt Maragatham learned Meenakshi Mami’s recipe. Yet on tasting the first morsel with 
his sambar rice, all that my uncle could say was “It doesn’t taste like what Amma makes”. I 
am told that she cried all night inconsolably, while Uncle snored insensitively, and 
insensate. Meenakshi Mami found out eventually, and to her dying day, gave my 
grandfather dark looks. 
 
Aunt went back to the recipe she learned from her mother. And from other Mamis. And 
cookbooks. He still made her wince. Over time, the frequency of curry in the household 
decreased as she stuck to making koottu instead. Her budget still did not permit 
substituting cabbage, but he ate it quietly each time. It was puzzling. 
 
* 
 
Uncle went off to Iran for a few years to work as an engineer on an oil rig and pay off his 
debts. While he stoutly denied it when back home on shore leave, it was rumoured that 
he treated himself to the best of Persian cuisine, while our extended family including his 
wife and children soldiered on with TamBrahm cooking. My cousins complained that the 
frequency of cabbage curry had increased as there was no one to remark about it. 
 
* 
 
After years of silent suffering, including episodes of screaming, throwing utensils and 
locking herself in the kitchen, she decided she needed to tackle it once again. The 
opportunity presented itself in a railway first-class compartment in the nineties, when 
she was returning to Mumbai from a conference in Delhi where her boss had given a big 
speech. Her role in the conference had consisted of carrying his briefcase to the podium 
and handing over his speech to him, but that entitled her to first-class railway travel at 
sarkari expense. Sharing the compartment with her was her younger cousin, my father, 
heading home on leave from his posting in Punjab. Long before he became her brother-
in-law he was her favourite cousin, a boy whom she had helped with mathematics and 
English. Surely he knew his mother’s secret. She sprung the question on him. 
 
“Please, Manni, I will answer any questions you ask, but not that.” 
 
“But, why? Your brother keeps bringing it up.” 
 
Appa requested the TC to give him a second-class berth if another first-class 
compartment was not free. Aunt Maragatham has not spoken to him in the two decades 
since. 
 



* 
 
When we bought our own flat, we had a housewarming party. While dad and Aunt took 
care not to cross paths, their spouses and children were exempt. Aunt Maragatham thus 
managed to corner Mother. 
 
“You spent a whole year in our house when your husband was posted in Kashmir. You must know 
the recipe of our mother-in-law’s cabbage curry, surely.” 
 
“That entire year, our mother-in-law never set foot in the kitchen. She finished writing “Sri Rama 
Jayam” a million times.” 
 
“Oh!” 
 
“I can give you my recipe instead.” 
 
“Forget it. I know what my husband will say.” 
 
“What?” 
 
“It doesn’t taste like what Amma makes.” 
 
“Mine never says that.” 
 
“You know how to run a house, girl!” 
 
* 
 
Forty years to the day she was married to Uncle, at the pooja organized to commemorate 
that fact, Aunt Maragatham decided to confront the source of her troubles. My 
grandmother was past her high eighties and was showing signs of dementia. The terror 
of the woman whose husband called a living saint had faded. 
 
Grandmother looked up from her notebook. 
 
“Cabbage curry? That is what you care for?” 
 
Sri Rama Jayam. 
 
“Not me. My husband. Your son.” 
 
Sri Rama Jayam. 
 



“Don’t you want to be born a Brahmin male in your next birth, my child? Cook for need, not taste. 
How does it matter what it tastes like?” 
 
Sri Rama Jayam. 
 
“Your son misses it.” 
 
Sri Rama Jayam. 
 
“Learn to focus on what really matters. Radhe Krishna, Radhe Krishna.” 
 
Sri Rama Jayam. 
 
They say Uncle went to bed hungry that night. I doubt that, given his extensive patronage 
(on credit) of all the street food stalls. As a boy, I was often sent to hand over cash to 
several of them. 
 
* 
 
Grandmother passed away a year later. My two aunts Maragatham ended a rivalry they 
had conducted since teenage. It began as a ceasefire at dawn, progressed to an armistice 
by late morning and ended in a peace treaty in the afternoon. They are said to be the best 
of friends today, united by a common grievance. My grandmother, of course. Scourge of 
one Maragatham’s childhood and the entire adult life of the other Maragatham. 
 
So it came to be that Aunt Maragatham asked Aunt Maragatham the secret of the cabbage 
curry (this is a sentence I have been dying to write). 
 
“You really want to know?” 
 
“Yes. It has plagued me all my life.” 
 
“You never knew?” 
 
“How could I? When mother-in-law and daughter-in-law are under the same roof, who cooks?”  
 
“Oh. So you want to know? Seriously?” 
 
“Yes.” 
 
So, she told her. 
 
* 
 



At the first normal meal after the thirteen days of mourning, Uncle opened a dish to see 
it full of cabbage. 
 
“It’s unevenly salted, all the turmeric is to one side, and it has never been stirred. It’s burnt at the 
bottom, somewhat cooked in the middle and absolutely raw on top.” 
 
Aunt, who was holding her breath, sighed. 
 
“It tastes exactly like what Amma used to make. But why, Maragatham?” 
 
“You were always saying, “It doesn’t taste like what Amma makes.” 
 
“Because that is something I was grateful for, every single day I have been married to you.” 
  



 

  



Paresh Tiwari 
The Paper Boat 
 
Ram Chandra Sharma sat at the table sorting letters, postcards, and parcels into neat little 
piles. Each of these piles belonged to an area near the Kashi Vishwanath temple and 
would be taken out for delivery by the postmen on duty. Sharma was a little over forty, 
rather full at the midriff and suffered from sciatica pain in his lower back. His condition 
made it difficult for him to sit, stand or do anything at a stretch. Of course, some of his 
colleagues believed he was just a lazy crook, and the back pain was a convenient tale of 
a phantom ailment so that he wouldn’t need to move door to door under the cruel 
Varanasi sun.  

He looked at the two jute sacks on the floor, bursting at the seams, and sent a curse 
heavenwards.  

‘Started complaining first thing in the morning Sharma ji?’ the office boy said, 
placing a cup of tea on his table. 

‘Watch your mouth, Murli. When have you ever heard me complain about 
anything?’  

‘Every day of the week? Every hour of the day?’ 
‘Every hour? What cheek this boy has. Do I say a word when everyone in this 

office sits chit-chatting while I work my arse off? Do I grumble about that? Or about the 
heat in this place? Have you been to the Postmaster’s room? It’s a hill station in there.’ He 
took a sip of his tea and immediately spat it out. ‘Heck, do I even complain about this 
horse-piss you call tea?’  

He was glad to see his co-workers nodding in begrudging agreement. The tea 
indeed was the worst one could find in the city.  

‘You are one loud mouth mail-sorter.’ 
‘Was I born to be one? I was meant for other things, better things. But there’s only 

so much a postman’s son can dream of,’ Sharma grumbled before returning to the 
overflowing jute sacks.  
 
By eleven in the morning, with the mail nearly sorted, Sharma had started planning his 
afternoon meal and siesta when a heavy envelope at the bottom of the last sack caught 
him off guard. It wasn’t the size or the weight of the package, or even the fact that it came 
in an expensive-looking blue envelope, that caught his eye. It was instead the address, 
‘To Mother Ganges, Varanasi’ 

Not a word more. ‘It’s a miracle it found its way to this table,’ he muttered to himself 
flipping the envelope thrice, willing it to cough up an address. In his two decades at the 
post office, he had never seen or heard of a package addressed to a river. He wondered 
if he was being set up in an elaborate joke. It was that or the possibility that someone had 
an immense amount of faith in the Indian Postal Service. Either way he didn’t know 



which pile should the letter belong to. So once the postmen on duty picked up their 
respective stacks, he slid the envelope into his table drawer. 
 
Sharma was a creature of habit. All his life, he had done the known and the expected, and 
even though the package kept calling out to him, when his watch struck twelve, he spread 
out an old newspaper on the table and opened his three-tiered steel lunch box. The aroma 
of ghee and garlic tempered dal and jeera-rice filled up the office building. Deftly mixing 
the rice and the dal, he dug in with his fingers. Not for him were the spoons and the forks 
that young men and women preferred these days.  

‘Food must satisfy all our senses,’ he would say to anyone who cared to listen, 
‘including touch.’ 

He liked to take his time with food, chewing each bite meticulously the way he 
had practised as a young child. He was a hard man to please. His wife of eighteen years 
could count on fingers, the number of times he didn’t have a quibble or two about the 
meal. He finished his meal, wiped the table clean, cleaned out the lunch box under 
running water, rinsed his mouth and only then picked up the letter again. He turned it in 
his hand, looking for clues. The postal stamp carried the round seal of Ernakulam. 
Sharma knew it was in a city called Kochi. But that was hardly a clue to go on. There was 
no return address, not even the name of a sender. He racked his brains. What did the 
senders expect? Did they wish the letter to be abandoned on a step leading into the river? 
Or did they want the postman to offer it to the waves? He chuckled at the thought.  

The post wasn’t registered, making it untraceable. He wondered if anyone would 
come to know if he sliced open the envelope to check the contents. He had seen other 
postmen pocketing valuables every now and then. But what if it was an office prank. Or 
worse still, a sting operation, to test his integrity. Of late, the news channels were going 
berserk, exposing corrupt officials and politicians everywhere. He didn’t like the idea of 
his face being plastered on every news daily of Varanasi. In this city, reputation was 
everything and he had one to maintain. In the end, he decided to take the safest course of 
action and turn it in, to the Postmaster. 
 

* 
 
The Senior Postmaster of Kashi Vishwanath Head Post Office, Govind Ranjan was a 
worldly man, someone who didn’t believe in rocking the boat, and it had always worked 
well for him. Spitting out a red blob of betel nut juices into the wastebasket, he said, ‘Why 
are you so worried Sharma ji? Just toss it into the fire and forget about it. Don’t tell me 
you haven’t done it before.’ 
           ‘Those were different times,’ Sharma said, ‘a mobile camera today can topple 
governments, sir ji.’ 
           ‘What do you suggest we do then?’ 
           ‘Send it to the Return Letter Office. There seems to be no other valid course of 
action.’ 

‘And what will they do with this? There is no return address mentioned anywhere. 
All we know is it has come all the way from South India.’ 



‘Ernakulam sir.’ 
‘Everything south of Mumbai is South India, Sharma. Madras or Hyderabad, 

everything same to same. All people black as coal,’ Govind Ranjan spat out another blob 
of betel nut. ‘You burn it and forget about it.’ 
           ‘What if it’s a —’ Sharma leaned over the table, then whispered, ‘— you know, a 
sting operation?’ 
           ‘There are politicians out there with bundles of notes stuffed in every cistern in 
their bungalows. You think someone gives a damn about this post office?’ 
            

* 
 
Sharma locked up the drawers of his table at four-thirty, placed the blue envelope in his 
satchel, gathered the lunch box, picked up the umbrella that doubled up as his walking 
stick and stepped out of the office. The sun outside was warm enough to warrant a cycle 
rickshaw. So he hired one and sat holding the bag close to his chest. The package was like 
a loose tooth by now, and his distracted tongue was forever inching towards it.  
           Once home, he picked up the sharpest knife from the kitchen and went straight to 
the guest room. Locking the door behind him, he pulled the envelope from his bag. He 
held it against the tube light, trying to judge where its contents lay, then placed it over 
the floor and sliced open an edge. Though he didn’t know what he expected to find 
inside, it definitely wasn’t a transparent polythene bag with a handful of pale grey ash 
and bone fragments. If there was one thing living in Varanasi all his life had taught him, 
it was to recognise the last charred remains of someone. He sank down on the floor, 
exhaling loudly. He hadn’t even realised that he had been holding his breath all this 
while. He knew instinctively what the sender meant by, ‘to Mother Ganges’.  

Time plodded along like a snail, leaving a cold, wet trail behind.  
Sharma sat on the floor, holding the last remains of someone he had never known 

in life, but now in death, was inexplicably linked to. Mrs Aarti Sharma, concerned that 
her husband had locked himself in the guest room without as much as a greeting, came 
to the door and knocked, softly at first but then with increasing urgency. It cost Sharma 
all his energy and willpower to open the door. Wiping the sweat off his face, he looked 
at his wife and mumbled, ‘I have some office work to take care of, would you mind 
getting me a cup of tea here?’ It wasn’t in Mrs Sharma’s nature nor in her upbringing to 
question her husband, so she turned and left without a word.  

Closing the door behind her, Sharma placed the polybag filled with ashes on the 
study table, then turned the envelope upside down. A white sheet of paper slid out into 
his outstretched palm. 
 

* 
 
Sharma found it difficult to sleep that night. Long before first light, he slipped out of bed, 
careful not to make any sound that might disturb his wife, and ironed a white kurta for 
himself. He then bathed, and prepared two cups of tea. Pouring one cup in a flask for his 
wife, that he left on the dining table, he carried the other to the rooftop.  



The sky had begun to turn pale at the distant edges and though the sky was still 
dark, he could make out the outlines of the roofs fitted together like a jigsaw puzzle. An 
arterial lane snaked and branched through this puzzle. He  thought about the time when 
he knew every rooftop, every lane of the city. He had seen Varanasi through the eyes of 
Rumi. Together they had studied the poetry of every temple door, traced the curves of 
every mosque dome. They had once wanted to study art together. He took a sip of his tea 
and realised that it had gone cold.  
 
By the time Mrs Sharma got out of the bed and discovered the flask of tea, her husband 
had left the house. She sat down on a chair cradling the flask in her hands, holding it to 
her breast like a treasure.  
 
The city stirred to the sound of Sharma’s rubber slippers flip-flopping around its narrow 
lanes and alleyways. Stray dogs opened their eyes and looked at him curiously. He 
walked past men chewing on neem twigs and children bathing under the community 
taps. Sharma walked for around forty minutes – through the rising din of the city waking 
up, through the rising pain in his lower back - before he reached the stone steps of Assi 
ghat.  

Ghats, here in Varanasi, meant more than a flight of steps leading into the river. 
They were  a complex systems of existence and faith. In fact, some said that the word 
Varanasi itself had originated from two names, river Varuna and Assi, a small stream 
nearby. There were eighty-eight ghats in the city, each with its own stories and 
mythologies. Each with its own set of rituals and significance for the devotees.  

At one end of the ghat, a group of tonsured women sat chanting vedic mantras 
around a sacrificial fire. A few men sat in meditative poses. In another corner, a group of 
musicians had started setting up their instruments – veena, tabla, manjeera and dhol. At the 
bottom of the stairs where the river lapped at the stone steps, Sharma hired a boat and 
climbed in. As the boat glided over the sound of water slapping water, the sun rose up in 
the sky. A faint glow over the distant bank at first and then ushered in by a crescendo of 
birdsong. With the Ganges bathed in the gold and fire of a new day, Varanasi enlivened 
to the ritual of the morning prayers. The steps of the ghat were now teeming with 
devotees. Priests in silk loin clothes held up elaborate deepam in one hand – each with a 
hundred lit oil lamps – and brass bells in the other.  

The boatman sang under his breath as he rowed. He crooned the song of a river 
and that of lovers who tried to cross it in a boat made of paper. His voice was sad and 
warm, like a patchwork quilt on a cold winter night, and Sharma felt tears brim in the 
corner of his eyes. He took the blue envelope from the pocket of his kurta, and read the 
anonymous letter again. 
 

April 9, 2007 
 
The day after her death, the world somehow manages to remain just the 
same. 
 



The summer sun spills in through the slatted windows. A pressure cooker 
somewhere whistles its impatience. No one has even rebuked the koel for 
her songs today. Even the radio has woken up with a love song. Imagine 
the insolence. 
 
Sia and I grew in the city of Varanasi. On the stone steps of Assi, we had 
watched the Ganga ripple to the sound of temple bells, and a thousand 
floating lamps mirror the night sky. On one such night in a gently heaving 
boat, her fingers reached out for mine without a preamble. We fell in love 
long before being gay was either acceptable or fashionable. We had to leave 
the city of our childhood behind and we could never return. 
 
And now she has left me. Alone. Broken. Sinking. I yearn to take a boat to 
the middle of the river and find her again. I wish I could return her to the 
waves, the only place she truly belonged.  

 
Sharma buried his face in the letter and wept. Whether he wept for the two girls or for 
himself, he had no way of knowing. But he wept. Possibly for love and loss and death. 
He scattered Sia’s ashes and watched on as the current took her away, holding her in an 
infinite embrace. Finally, he folded the unsigned letter into a paper boat and entrusted it 
to the river. 

  



Haibun 
 
  



Tejinder Sethi 
Osmosis 
 

2:30 am  

 

I struggle hard to  

drag my mind back into the closet  

It is hooked onto the hinges of the door  

where I stood a few hours back,  

a foot out of the dehleez 

                           what if I needed to flee? 

Did I see it coming?  

I had seen it  

in forms—many  

subtle, verbal, gestural  

like strokes of a brush  

on a nude canvas  

first slow then violent until   

it was painted red as fury  

 

sitting on the fence my alter ego 

 

2:40 am  

 

I am told  

the lady of the house should drape  

a certain demeanour  

neatly creased, crisp and majestic  

as a lustrous Kanjeevaram  



that, in it folds conceals  

the plight of the silkworm  

for she is the doorkeeper  

of the dynasty  

the last name that she’s earned  

should shine like a trophy sitting  

on the fireplace of her drawing room 

 

red flags I pretend to be colour blind 

 

3:50 

 

It is Amrit vela*   

I am still awake, my eyes heavy  

                        as bags of paddy  

the pits beneath my eyes wear  

the same shade of ash gray  

as the ink in the old worn out  

family gutka* 

Asa di vaar*, a ballad of hope  

a raag that is sung in pre dawn hours  

Asa, where are you ? I seek  

 

unanswered I put my faith on mute  

 

4:30 

 

I look out for a pill  

in my bedside drawer 

make myself a cup of Assam tea  

I love its deep aroma   



a perfect match to my ache—faint and constant  

it seeps into the cells of my being 

soothes my nerves  

I nap for a while  

 

early morning dream  

                     caged : uncaged   

 

7:00 am 

 

My kitchen smells of aloo parathas  

and mango pickle  

two tiffins neatly stacked over the counter  

a glass of hot chocolate and a cup of strong ginger tea  

I cut a thick slice of butter  

and lay it flat on the bread  

my knife evenly  

covering the remnants of  

last night’s savagery   

 

fresh showers  

          brewing guilt  

on the back burner 

 

 

 

* Amrit vela - wee hours  

* gutka - a small prayer book of Sikhs 

* Asa di Vaar - an early morning prayer 

  



Matthew Caretti 
Like an Aged Monk Raking a Garden 
 

after Jane Hirshfield’s “Lighthouse” 
 
I bend low to gather the morning mist, that last bit of night that remains. A frog now 
silent in the half light, green-grey, grows into the jade of an aged carving. 
 
        from Buddha’s lap an old tom uncurls 
 
The arcuate strokes of the sage took life in a new light, etched as they were into each bit 
of path. His steady shuffle recounted in the fecund earth. 
 
        moonset the early robin worming 
 
So it happens that I was there, sighing at his insistence. No one loved so much that 
work but him. His loneliness lost in the expressive scrape of his strain. 
 
        earth and sky wind settles into trees 
 
He might have come in for some tea, had I asked. Instead I watched the leaves heap into 
his last days, heap lessons in moving on. 
 
        padme hung snap of a bead turning 
 
So I bend low again, snatch a frond from the withered heap. Float it off on the pond. 
Watch what I think I know sink, rise . . . disappear. 
 
        old karma stepping into shadow 

  



Oarlock & Tidal 

 
He waits at the dock for the fisherman and his daughter. Nods off. Dreaming his only 
Latin—mare nubium. A distant sea. Place of his poems. Those he shares only with her. 
 
afakasi 
the solution of color 
in her eyes 
 
He wears a sincere smile as they approach. As he catches the line. Ties up the trawler. 
The old man offers a nod. Shouts Fa’afetai! 
 
meerschaum 
the captain puffs tales 
from his pipe 
 
As her father sorts the day’s catch, he sings. His chantey at the stern where the sea 
listens in. She hums along. Eyes the young man still waiting on the dock. 
 
tidal requiem 
honoring the wreck 
before the storm 
 
The young man and daughter will meet later. She will teach him the Cantonese learned 
from her mother. Speak to him in the Samoan of her father. Kiss him in English. 
 
joss house 
the hidden parts 
of her garden 
 
He will be recalled to the mainland. She will refuse the offer to join him. To leave the 
island and the sea and the songs of her father. The faith of her mother. 
 
a territory 
too far flung 
heirloom ring 

  



 

  



Norman Silver 
Nestled in the Rolling Hills 
 

At a Welsh holiday cottage after the child’s six weeks of radiation treatment. She has 
been slowly recovering her strength. Yesterday on the beach she chose to walk 
unsupported from her wheelchair to the water’s edge. And she managed the incline to 
the pub for lunch. Today she’s having a swim in the indoor heated pool. Out of the blue 
she begins to sing, something she hasn’t done since the treatment. She used to know the 
words of dozens of pop lyrics. A song by Jess Glynne. 

 

Swimming in the deep end 

With nowhere to go 

 

She starts off each line and her mother helps her to finish it. 

 

My body's on a journey 

And my mind can't let go 

 

After repeating the verse three times, her mother holds her hand and leads her up the 
steps out of the warm pool. In the shower, she is taken by seizure. It will be three days 
before she opens her eyes. 

 

winter vigil 

wild snowdrops push up  

through the frost 

  



Lorraine A Padden 

if thou shouldst depart* 
 

Joe absentmindedly swings the pillow case; a couple of washcloths fall out. He and our 
dad have been sharing a room for a couple of months, and we’re here for our Sunday 
visit. On the way to their room, Joe meets us in the hallway. He leans in to whisper that 
he thinks he can make it over the wall. I just need to wait till they look the other way. 
My sister asks, you got your keys and wallet? Joe drops the bag, pats his pockets, and 
heads back to their room. 

 

Perennials 
the kindness 
of routine 

 

* The title is taken from Shakespeare Sonnet VI 

  



Book Review 
 
 



Akila Gopalakrishnan 

Book Review of Night Jasmine by Goran Gatalica 
 
Diversity: the art of thinking independently together – Malcolm Forbes 

‘Night Jasmine’ is a collection of haiku by Goran Gatalica written in Croatian and English 
and translated to five other languages – Hindi, Japanese, Italian, French and Czech. The 
book has four sections – Passing Clouds, Searing Heat, Wind Chimes and Scent of Snow 
that veer to the allure of kigo or seasonal references which is the traditional approach to 
haiku where one observes the present in the surroundings for as-is-when moments. 

The collection stands out for the comprehensive portrayal of each haiku in seven 
languages. Reviewing a multi lingual collection is not an easy task. As the reviewer is 
familiar only with Hindi, this review is an attempt to not only dwell in the haiku but also 
to understand and share, to a limited extent, the art of translation of a few verses to Hindi 
which has been done by Indian haijin, Aparna Pathak.    

It is a common understanding that the names of seasons have different characteristics 
influenced by the geography and topography of the place. A classic example is that of 
cherry blossoms that bloom in Japan somewhere between late March and mid-April 
while in India they bloom during November to March. In this background, offering a 
work for translation in five other languages calls for the translators to see through the 
poet’s observation and also internalize the experience before translation. All the four 
sections remain largely inclusive while retaining the form and flavour of haiku and to 
that extent the credit goes to the panel of translators associated with this book. 

The title of each section indicates not only the sub-theme of a season but also serves as a 
metaphor. For example, the first section’s title Passing Clouds is symbolic of spring, 
carrying the probability of a change in weather, untimely and unannounced. At the same 
time, this phrase also represents ephemeral or transient moments, be it joy, contentment, 
peace, fear, grief, letting go or simply a moment of memory recall. Sharing a few verses: 

 

spring lockdown 

the library windows stare 

into the emptiness 

 



This verse is a reminder of the story The Selfish Giant by Oscar Wilde. Given the colours 
of spring and fragrance of flowers, the library yearns for its readers. This haiku is also an 
example of an effective use of personification.  

 

afternoon wind 

a child leaves school 

without his cap 

 

The sudden change in weather making the child hurry and forget the cap. 

 

after mother’s death– 

I find true happiness 
in cherry blossoms 

 

Grief that waits for no particular season and the cherry blossoms offers solace. 

 

full bloom… 

a boatman inhales  

his lost childhood 

 

The transience of a cherished memory. 

 

city cannon– 

mother’s hyacinths tremble 

in the flowerpots 

 

thinking of war– 

trapped in barbed wire 

a butterfly 

 

The perils of war that threatens everything big and small.  

Another verse on war. 



the plum petals 

stuck in a rain gutter– 

refugee camp 

 

translated in Hindi to read: 
 

बेर क& पंखिुडयाँ 

बा0रश के गटर म5 फंसी- 
शरणाऱथी िशिवर 

 

The Hindi translation offers an interesting perspective. Plum has many varieties and 
translates to Aloo Bukhara in Hindi. However, in the specific verse where plum petals 
represents a spring kigo, the equivalent in India is the fruit Ber also called the Indian plum 
or Jujube. Deciphering a haiku written in a foreign language for an equivalent expression 
that will match the seasonal reference too, is a challenge and to synchronise this exercise 
across languages so that all of them can fit on one page, a humongous task of 
understanding and coordination.  

 

Two other verses that portray the surrealism of the spring season: 

 

spring sunshine 

my wife is singing 

in a light blue bathrobe 

 
बसंत क& धपू 
मरेी प@नी गा रही ह ै
हDके नीले बाथरोब म5 

 

In Hindi, there is no word for bathrobe which shows that language is not devoid of 
practices prevalent in cultures inclusive of food and clothing. Therefore, the translated 
version retains the original word in the Devanagari script.  

 

 



lazy afternoon… 

a monarch butterfly touches 

my daughter’s palms 

 

आलसी दोपहर... 
एक मोनाकJ  िततळी छूती ह ै
मरेी बेटी क& हथेलीयाँ 

 

Though the word Monarch may loosely translate to raja, rani or Samrat in Hindi, it is not 
an acceptable expression. Monarch butterfly continues to be written and known by its 
English name, in Hindi too. Therefore, translation carries the challenge of finding the 
appropriate and approximate equivalent and sometimes the original word is to be 
retained to complete the verse.  

The second section of Searing Heat is a collection of verses that are observations loaded 
with the summer kigo. 

sunflowers in bloom– 

we sing barefoot 

on the back porch 

 

island quietude 
the cormorants dive for fish 
at the crack of dawn 

 
Mीप का सNनाटा 
जलकाग मछिलयP के िलए डुबक& लगाते हQ 
पौ फटने से पहले 

 

 

The Hindi translation is an exact match both in words and expression. However, the word 
count is more which is a challenge while keeping a check on the syllable count (three 
words in Hindi - डुबक& लगाते हQ for one English word - dive). In translation it is pertinent to 
retain the import and intent of the original verse. 

 

Another challenging verse in this vein is: 



 

temperature jump– 

a blue dragonfly explores 

the monk’s shadow 

 

तापमान म5 उछाल- 

एक नीला Tयाध-पतंग छान-बीन करता ह ै
िभV ुक& परछाई क& 

 

(छान-बीन करता ह ैin Hindi is the accurate translation for the single English word explores) 

 

alone at the beach… 

the pinot noir from Chile 
full of starlight 

 

समXु तट पर अकेले... 
िचली क& पीनट नोयर 
तारP क& रौशनी से भरपरू 

 

The Hindi translation brings out an interesting aspect here. Pinot Noir is a French word 
and therefore, spelt and pronounced differently. A word as this, alien to the Hindi 
language, would have definitely called for a discussion while deciding on its equivalent 
-whether to match with the written spelling or the pronunciation. This may also depend 
on the original language of the verse which is being translated. Works of translations, 
require a few basic principles to be set down and agreed upon, that have a significant 
bearing on the wordplay and uniformity of the body of work. 

 

Few other verses from the section: 

 

desert stillness– 

the skin of a rattlesnake 

basking in the sun 

 



Although there is no specific time or season for a snake to molt, this verse brings out the 
lightness that we wish for to counter extreme summer heat.  

Another verse that explores summer and talks of the sheep in an image that contrasts to 
the first picture that gets painted in our mind: 

deep summer– 

the softness  
of a sheep’s belly 

 

And a profound one that extends beyond the connection of kigo to a thought under a 
clear, starry night of summer sky. 

visiting Nagasaki 

my granddaughter asks 

how stars are born 

 

The third section, Wind Chimes, connects across seasons of spring, rain and autumn. 
Here again, the poet presents a mix of observations and juxtaposition with experience. 

 

 

 

a butterfly 

on the scarecrow’s shoulder 

waits for the sunrise 

 

a moment in the early morning gentle breeze.  

  

early autumn– 

on mother’s apron 

plum stains 

 

पतझड़ के श]ु म5- 
माँ के ए^न पर 
बेर के दाग 



 

The breeze of autumn and plum fruit plays the reference for kigo. The word apron in the 
Hindi verse is retained in its original form; another instance where apron does not find 
an equivalent for the absence of such a word in the clothing segment of culture. Also, the 
equivalent of the plum as an autumn kigo in India would be the Aalu Bukhara. Instead, बेर 
or the Indian plum, an Indian spring kigo, has been used that also serves as a metaphor 
for autumn when it turns into a dry-skinned, scantily-fleshy fruit. Maintaining 
uniformity in a volume of translated verses is important. Such contrasts may appear in 
other languages of translations, as well and therefore, small footnotes for verses that 
engage seemingly conflicting kigo images and synonyms, may lend more clarity to the 
readers.  

 

Few more verses: 

 

morning rain– 

too heavy a clang 

of the church bell 

 

The slight touch of personification given to the church bell that works harder against the 
rain, makes the image quite vivid. And so, is in the verse given below where the window 
cuts the fog from the viewer’s observation: 

 

moonless night– 

the window of a moving train 

cuts a dense fog 

 

This verse: 

 

eighty autumns– 

her fingers remembering 
the first quinces 

 

अ_सी पतझड़- 
उसक& अगंिुलयाँ याद कर रह` हQ 
पहला िaवNस 



 

In India, Quince is found to be grown largely in the temperate Jammu and Kashmir. The 
locals know the fruit as Beh or Safarjal or Bumm-Tsoonth, known to be derived from Urdu. 
The fruit does not have a name in Hindi though Shreephal has been found in use. The 
diversity of Indian languages is such that there is bound to be a spillover from one to the 
other, including Hindi, the national language. Again, the absence of a footnote creates a 
place for assumptions. However, since Hindi is the language of translation, using the 
original name in the language script, in the absence of a direct equivalent in Hindi, may 
be seen as a better practice. 

 

The fourth section, Scent of Snow is an interesting choice for a sub-title. Winter that is 
devoid of colours, urges the reader to explore the verses with synesthesia. Here too, the 
poet brings in experiences and observations as juxtaposition.  

 

evening coldness… 

mother puts one of the pills 

between her teeth  

 

winter garden 
the unbroken silence 

of bonsai 

 

letter from the war– 

a heavy morning frost 

in our garden 

 

scent of snow– 

reinforced with cardboard 
the refugee’s boots 

 

बफJ  क& महक- 
काडJ बोडJ से मज़बतू हcए 
शरणाथd के जतेू 

 



A beautiful verse of synesthesia that carves the image. The Hindi word for cardboard is 
called ग"ा (gattha). ग" ेक& कॊपी that loosely translates as bound notebooks are those made of 
the thick card -aper or cardboard. Here the image that is about cardboard reinforcing 
boots couldn't have been possible by using the hindi equivalent of ग"ा (gattha). It is 
interesting to note, that how translated verses not only look to stand along with the first 
language of verse but also independently to paint the same picture as intended by the 
first verse. The fine balance between language, image and idea are essential in any work 
of translation. 

 

such tranquility– 

encircled by photographers 

the peak of Mt. Fuji 

 

ऐसी शािNत- 
फोटोfाफर से िघरी 
माउंट फुजी क& चोटी 

 

In Hindi, the word शािNत can substitute peace as well as tranquility and yet, such tranquility 
along with its translation - एसी शािNत manages to create the same stunning, speechless 
moment of witnessing the mighty Mt. Fuji. 

 

Here again, photography can be translated in Hindi as छायािच.ण and photographer can be 
understood as छायािच.ण करने वाला (one who does photography). However, photographer is a 
common Hindi usage in speech even for plural and therefore, its usage in verse as it is, 
justifies the word and syllable count too. The use of simple phrases even if it requires the 
English words to be written in the Devanagari script, also creates a comfortable space for 
a reader to walk into the verse.  

 

The poet, Goran Gatalica, with his team of translators and editors, has given this novel 
experiment to shape, by bringing languages from various countries under one umbrella, 
thereby enriching the experience of the reader. If understanding from the point of view 
of one translated language (Hindi in this review) brings forth such diverse 
interpretations, it would be interesting to know how this body of work would be analysed 
in other languages as well, especially, where haiku is a form that has its own defined 
perimeter. 

 



I hope the book is read and reviewed in other parts of the world as well and we would 
get insights about the stark contrast in seasonal references, images and wordplay offered 
by the other languages within the acceptable range of this form of verse. 

 

The fragrance of Night Jasmine is here to stay. 
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